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Enhancing Smallholder Farmer Access to Prime Markets Through Horizontal & 

Vertical Linkages: The case of Sunflower in Tanzania

� Cooperative movements in 1930s-1970s followed a horizontally and vertically

linked production, processing and marketing system that was well-organized

(Mrema & Ndikumana, 2013)

� 1980s-2000 – chaotic period with heavy-handed government operated

parastatals: learnt hard lesson that government interference in production &

marketing is not efficient & does not work for the poor

� 2000-todate: Back to the future? New locally integrated companies offer

promise of re-inventing horizontal and vertical linkages

� Objective of WP 7: upgrading food value chains through establishing vertical &

horizontal linkages (Figure 1)

Objective of this study:

Background
� Horizontal & vertical linkages are associated with higher commercialization and

farmer income (Table 1).

� Farmers with linkages are likely to be better educated, have smaller families, are

in remote areas & own cellphones (Table 2).

� Agric traders with linkages are likely to be wholesalers, males, have storage

facility, face higher transaction costs and use internet for market intelligence

(Table 3) Table 1: Paired test of commercialization & income 

across vertical & horizontal farmer linkages

Objective of this study:

� Analyzing the status quo of vertical & horizontal linkages in the project regions

� Exploring possibilities for linking sunflower farmers to higher-value markets

� Analyzing how institutions & policies hinder or support sunflower VC

development

� Household data: 2 Trans-SEC project regions (semi-humid Morogoro and semi-

arid Dodoma), total sample of 900 households (450 per region).

� Trader data: Interviews with traders (wholesaler, retailer, transporter, collectors,

agents/brokers) in the same regions; total sample of 263.

� Stakeholder consultations were conducted with project farmer groups,

processors, and civil society & government institutions

� horizontal & vertical linkages are still quite limited for both farmers and

agricultural traders (Figure 2 & Figure 3)

Figure 2: Vertical & horizontal linkages of agricultural traders

Table 3: Drivers of vertical & horizontal 

linkages among traders

Table 2: Farm household characteristics (with 

vs. without linkages)

Participatory business model analysis (Table 4) suggested creating horizontal & 

vertical linkages (to large processors) offer highest return at current prices 

Table 4: Participatory analysis of business model options
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Figure 1: Concept of horizontal & vertical linkages

BMBF

� Detailed policy analysis to build case & justification for re-introducing edible oil

import tariff

� Analysis of the sunflower innovation system to identify gaps and identify successful

models for increasing technology uptake

� Business plan development for better linking farmers to markets (other Task in

WP7)
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Figure 2: Vertical & horizontal linkages of agricultural traders

Figure 3: Horizontal & vertical linkages among farmers

Institutional and Policy consultations:

� Palm oil: 4th largest import item in Tanzania (after petroleum, cars, & trucks), yet

the country has the potential to become an edible oil exporter.

� Cheap palm oil imports (tariff free) puts price pressure on locally produced

sunflower oil � limits poverty reducing potential of sunflower production

� Potentials of re-introducing import tariff to protect local producers & processors?

� Limited adoption of improved sunflower varieties in the country

� Low availability of improved seeds: only one old improved variety (Record C) with

low oil content (27%)

� Need of developing new varieties with higher yield & oil content, but lack of

edible-oil researchers & research funds � Need to increase research funding on

edible oil crops

Next steps
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